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EVOLUTION EQUATION OF TYPE 으f+A伽 SO 

IN L%q)

Kr Sik Ha

1. Introduction.

Let 0 be a measure space of bounded measure. For 1< 
j치+8>Z/(Q) denotes the Lebesgue space of Q with norm 
11 • Let A be an operator of L#(Q) and EQxUugR) 
a mapping. Define the operator A& of LP(Q) by

&&= {[払如xZ/0)|there exists veLp(fi) such 
that [z，，and a. e. 〃(多)勻8(羽 ”(％))}.

The purpose of this paper is to study the Cauchy 
problem

孚+厶伽 mo,物(o)="o
at

in厅(&)・

Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied：

(Hl) A is an m-accretive operator of and mon
otone in L2(Q),

(H2) a.e. xefl, 密(R) is maximal monotone
in Rf

(H3) for every reR, there exist당 眼1产(。) such that a.e. 
xefi,刀(%)$ 8(%,/),

(H4) for every feL^(Q) and 2>0, there exists at most 
one solution uel^iQ) of u+AA^u (Ef.

Theorem L ([5])
Let be satisfied. Suppose &幻盆.Then

is m-accretive in
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2. Solutions of 坐WO in 乙°°(q). 
du

By [口 and Theorem lr we have the following theorem 
on the integral solution in the sense of Benilan of the 
equation：

Theorem 2. Let (H1)-(H4) be satisfied. Suppose Ag却. 
Let geLl(Of for 7>0. Then for every

there exists a unique integral solution u on CO, 
T] of du/dt+A^usg9 u(0)=Uq. Moreover u(t) eD(A^) 
for every T].

Suppose the following condition is satisfi&i：

(HC) A is m-accretive in and cyclically monotone 
in 乙허0)([习)・

Remark 3.([4])・

Let (HC) be satisfied. Then (Hl) is satisfied and there 
exists a proper lower semi-continuous convex function。 

defined on L2(fl) into (—00,4-00] with d^~A2 , where A2 
is the closure of A in L2(Q).

Theorem 4.
Let (HC), (H2) —(H4) be satisfied. Then for every 

〃萨there exists ^£^([0, T]；L°°(Q)) such that

'雰(OeSQT； b(乙。。(Q)/((Q)))) 
tv V
名+A伽。)30 a.e. on (0,7)
U V
«(0)=化0

for T>0-

Proof. By Theorem 1, A& is m-accretive in L°°(Q). 
Consider the approximation equation
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小 虹二으+&阮(庆0 0>0)
\l) < e

[U(t)~Uo OMO)

for every s>0 in 乙°°(q). The equation (1) is written, by

/ = (，+eAB)T犯(方—8) (才〉0)
[”£(£) =7么) (<<0)

and it has at most one solution

“£(，)= (/+&4幻％布 for every 1)£, ke]
or

就£(£) = (/+&&3)"‘q构 for every i>0.

By [3], uKf) converges to u(t) in L气Q) uniformly on 
every compact interval of [0尸8)麥 &一*。+ and if we pst 
侃0)=S0)的)，then. S(0 is a nonlinear semigroup of cont
raction generated by A们 By [以 the limit u(t) is the 
integral solution on (0, oo )of 刍+&6" E0, "(0)="e 

dlr
and W(£)一舞s|[lA伽(山8 for every t,s>0. Thus 
a.e.住(0,8),切0) is weakly differentiable in We
put

”0)S 二으屋二으. 
e

For every Z>0,
(2) 肛必疗萨스伙了+以侦尸'/%)—以十£必)-""'+0세 8

Hence we is bounded in L°°((0, °o) Xfi). Let rf(0£^°°(^) 
such that

(3) zp£(Z)+Xz;e(O50

and a. e. xeQ, v£ (/, x) s/3 (x, ue (t9 x)). Since ue is bounded in.
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Z，°°((0, 8)xQ), by (H3), ve is bounded in L°°((0, oo) x£?).
There exists {e，J, e„>0, en->0+ such that and w% 
t，u in L°°((0, oo)xQ). As in the proof of Theorem K .8 
in [4], we have

乌=io in 0’(0,。。；乙2(0))
at

and by (2), 1卜勢(£)1|8三1|/4彻세I。。.
CXf Ir

Let j\ QxR —>( —8,8] be a proper lower semi-contin
uous convex function such that a. e. xeQ, dj(x,.) =g(%,.). 
We define J： L2(Q) —oo, oo~] by

/(z)= [ •八z) if •八z)e〃(Q)

[+ 8 Qtwwise

for every zeL2(Q). Then / is a proper lower semi-conti
nuous convex function on L2(fi) into ( — 00,00] and the 
subdifferential dj of J is the prolongation of B to L2(Q) 
([2]). Since u£n-^u9 z知-에，in L°°((0, oo)xfi) and
(4) ^Sn(t)edju£n(t)r
it follows that u(t)eD(dJ) and vQt) sdju(t) a. e. te(Q, oo). 
Thus
(5) W)8伽0) a. e. /£(0,8).
By (4), we have

(6) f (z知(0 - (t - %) ) >J(^£n(O-J(Z知(s e”) ) •

By Remark 3, there exists a proper lower semi-continuous 
convex function。defind on L2(fi) into (—00,00] with

Let T〉0・ We define 0： Z2((0, 7) Xfi)—>( —00,00) 
by t

<D(z)= 1： \q °(z)if。(小〃((0, 7)〉頌)

、+ oo otherwise
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for every. zeL2((0y T)XQ). Then is a proper lower semi- 
continuous convex function on L2((0, T)XQ) into ( — 00, 00J 
and the subdifferential 腿 of 0 is the prolongation of 海 

to L2((0, T)XQ). By (3), 処」言)+/顼當。)히) and thus w£n 
十0助勺戶0. For every zsL2((Q9 T)XQ)9

O(z) — L?(一"知)(zf

=1； L("z+J："齊 g

By (6),

《 "目: 쓰/느쓰应二오 %

—fT J(“S)- J(您* + £0

1 k fie
=注m L.心，y(彼折))一加折一％))) 

늗(爲% g ⑺T： •血))

(7) =/(彼％(7、)) -顼(勿 o) 9

where T=k" By [23, hj(u(t 、)、) is absolutely continuous 
and a. e. ie(0, 7),

⑻ "斜"))=L 히g 읠扣 •

By (8),

f0 £烈)、务0)=丄)으-(我(t)) =J(“(T、)、)-Jg

(9) =JG(T')、)—J(%n(T'))+J(%n(、T')—J(、&.

By (7)-(9),

®(z)>^(y£„)+jo L(一Zf)z
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+Jo "⑶■务G)+g(T)"W⑺).

Since <이0)嘉氏_『(心 and /(心)W실氏日(财7、)),

<心睥(”)+J： L(-令-)z+J："，醫•

Hence for every z eL2((0, T) XO),

a(z)—@(0)2# 如(-警)(z一”)•

Thus 一架的心),that is 萼(t)+A沙(t) 3 o a.e.t e(0, 
az QT>

T). Since 〃0）£乙8（。）, 令_0）+血《） 3 0 a. e.te^O, T).

By (5),黑&氟Q) a 0 a.e./e(0, 7). 
Cvv

3. Example.

Let co] be a function with ©(0)=0 satisfying：

(10) ©(z以一/>(2/1 — p(01一”2)) +©(旳 +力(佻一徴2))
*传1)+©(爹 2)

for every 紗L흐(Q) and with 0</,z<l9 Z(0)
=0.

If。: Z2(q)t[o,8[] is a lower semi-continuous convex 
function with ©(o)=o satisfying (10), then 乙°°

satisfies (HC)([4J).
Let Q be a bounded open subset of RN with smooth 

bord r. Let j： 7?—+[0,be a lower semi-continuous con
vex function with j(o)=o and T~dj. We define a funct
ion 0 on 乙2(q)by
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(11) 川) = ] 丄* 底场血卩+土 顶(서 if 依HW)

(+ co otherwise.

Then. ©:乙흐co] is a lower semi—continuous convex 
function with ©(0)=0 and the subdifferential a。of ©：

(12) v)eL2(Q)XL2(Q)]ue H2(Q)9 切二一W a.e. on Q
and W竺a.e. on rk 

on

where is the exterior normal derivative([42).

By [4丄 § of (H) satisfies (10), Thus 師 

£*q)for g of (12) satisfies (HC) ([4]).
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